RX10H Windows Healthcare Tablet
RUGGED MOBILITY, DESIGNED WITH CARE.
The RX10H Windows Healthcare
Tablet is the ultimate
tool for medical professionals. From
its antimicrobial
surface and 10.1" LumiBond®
display to the limitless
battery life and class-leading
support, the RX10H
sets new standards in patient care.

Meets the Demands Of Day-toDay Patient Care.
The RX10H’s thin, ergonomic
design and no-slip grip make it
comfortable to carry through an
entire work shift. The broad,
contoured handle hangs easily from
any hook, and the body is built to withstand
continuous sanitation for long lasting
durability.



Antimicrobial Surface Coating.
The RX10H’s exterior is made with an
antimicrobial material that is hostile to
pathogens and helps prevent the
spread of infection.

Sanitize Without Wear & Tear.
Built to handle constant cleaning from major sanitizing agents &
certified safe from electrostatic discharge.

Hardened-Armor Design.
Proprietary polymer & double injection technology deliver
uncompromised durability & impact resistance.
Built To Last. Powered To Perform.
With incredible strength and resilience, the RX10H is engineered to
keep working for as long as you do, regardless of any drops, tumbles
or exposure to hazardous liquids.
Durable Certified.
The RX10H is rigorously field-tested and MIL-STD810G & IP65
Certified by an independent testing lab to meet or exceed test-rating
criteria for shocks, falls, fluid spills, vibrations and dust.

Power You Can Depend On
The RX10H
offers potentially
limitless battery
life. Getac's
LifeSupport™ battery system
allows you to swap new batteries
in and out without shutting down.
When it's time to recharge, the
special adapter is certified safe
to use in hospital environments.

Vibrant 10.1" Full HD Touch Display.
Closely examine charts, parse out fine details and
read patient information in exceptionally high
clarity, color and readability, at an extreme 170°
viewing angle.

LumiBond® 2.0: Glove-Sensitive, Responsive &
Resilient.
The RX10H display offers glove-sensitive multi-touch functionality with greater
readability and sensitivity without compromising durability. By bonding the glass
with the touch panel and LCD, Getac LumiBond® technology creates a single pane
that's more durable, readable and works while wearing gloves.

Securely Collect, Manage & Share Healthcare Data.
Other tablets make you choose between features.
The RX10H offers every security authentication
and data capture technology you'll need – and
features several high- speed connectivity options to
easily send and receive data anytime.

NFC / RFID Reader.
Easily capture data via Near Field or Radio Frequency transmission.

Ergonomic Barcode Scanner.
Embedded in the left side to easily point and scan patient
wristbands, labels and more.

Fingerprint Scanner.
Authenticate your credentials with personalized ID verification.

8MP Dual Camera.
Clear resolution for capturing images and web-conferencing.

802.11ac Wi-Fi.
Experience blazing-fast connectivity from the built-in 802.11ac Wi-Fi.

4G LTE WWAN.
Enjoy faster download and upload speeds with fewer dropouts.

Bluetooth.
Transmit and receive data between
external devices seamlessly.

Personalize Your RX10H.
Seamlessly customize your RX10H for your needs with a variety of specialized
accessories and optional SnapBack upgrades.
Kickstand With Integrated
Hand Strap.
Prop up your RX10H on any
surface for easier hands-free
viewing or stabilize it in your hand
for comfortable use in any
position.

Smart Card / CAC Reader.
The RX10H supports Smart and
Common Access ID Cards for
secure identity verification.

Office Dock.
Easily dock and connect your RX10H to your office desktop computer.

Detachable Keyboard.
Upgrade to a liquid resistant, full-sized QWERTY keyboard for faster
typing.

External Battery Charger.
Always stay powered for those long, marathon work shifts.

Comprehensive Care for Caregivers.
If for any reason your RX10H ever needs to be serviced, we've got you covered. Getac
offers unmatched support to get your computer swiftly fixed and back on the job.

Less Downtime When It's Crunch Time.
It doesn’t happen often, but if a RX10H ever needs to be serviced,
Getac offers unmatched coverage that will ensure you get your tablet
fixed and back on the job fast.

Piece-of-mind, as standard.
Nothing says quality like a manufacturer standing behind their product.
We've designed the RX10H rugged tablet from the inside out to survive
drops, shocks, spills, vibration and more. We're confident in our quality and that's why
the rugged RX10H comes standard with 3 years Return to Base warranty. It's the peaceof-mind protection of knowing you're covered.1

